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This study questioned whether the mechanisms of resistance to antiestrogens differ when acquired under premenopausal (Pre-M) vs. postmenopausal (PM) conditions and whether structurally diverse antiestrogens induce adaptation of differing signaling pathways. To address this issue, we conducted systematic studies under Pre-M vs. PM culture conditions with long-term exposure to different antiestrogens and examined the resultant “specific biologic signatures” of the various resistant cells. Estradiol stimulated growth and inhibited apoptosis of “pre-menopausal” antiestrogen-resistant cells but exerted opposite effects on their “post-menopausal” counterparts. Under Pre-M conditions, tamoxifen (TAM)-resistant cells exhibited a marked translocation of estrogen receptor α from the nucleus into the cytoplasm, whereas this occurred to a lesser extent under PM conditions. MCF-7 cells exposed to PM but not Pre-M conditions exhibited up-regulation of basal epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor (EGFR) levels, an effect exaggerated in cells exposed to 4-hydroxytamoxifen. Differing effects occurred in response to structurally divergent antiestrogens. Long-term treatment with both 4-hydroxytamoxifen and ICI182,780 increased EGFR levels, but this was not seen in response to TAM. Surprisingly, EGF administration slightly increased cell number in TAM-resistant cells, whereas only increasing cell weight and decreasing cell number in EGFR overexpressing-resistant cells. To assess potential differences among various parental cell lines, we induced resistance in cell lines obtained from other laboratories and confirmed the results from our own parental cells with minor differences. Together, these data demonstrate that culture of breast cancer cells under Pre-M and PM conditions and structurally diverse antiestrogens results in adaptive responses with differing biological signatures. (Endocrinology 150: 2036–2045, 2009)

Women with hormone-dependent breast cancer initially respond to antiestrogens but later relapse on continuing treatment, a major therapeutic problem. Human breast cancer cells have a remarkable ability to adapt to the environment in which they are grown and to up-regulate pathways to allow circumvention of any form of imposed growth inhibition. Any changes in adaptive pressure may cause different pathways to be modulated to facilitate continued growth. In an attempt to determine the mechanistic causes of acquired resistance, numerous in vitro models using long-term exposure to antiestrogens have been established (1–4). The parental cells and culture methods used to develop resistant cell lines have varied substantially among laboratories as have the results reported (5–9). During careful examination of these data, we noted that these in vitro studies had not questioned whether the mechanisms of resistance differ under premenopausal (Pre-M) vs. postmenopausal (PM) conditions, thus providing a partial explanation for the differences observed. Our previous studies had provided preliminary data suggesting that exposure to a low estrogen environment dramatically alters estrogen receptor (ER) levels and functionality (10–12). We postulate that the estrogen milieu in which cells develop resistance might be critically important because the mechanisms causing relapse during tamoxifen (TAM) therapy in women might differ substantially between Pre-M and PM women.
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In Pre-M women treated with TAM, total plasma estrogen levels are stimulated through the negative feedback effects of this agent on the hypothalamic/pituitary/ovarian axis, and estradiol (E2) reaches levels as high as 1000–2000 pmol/liter (300–600 pg/ml) (13). In PM women, negative feedback from ovarian steroidogenesis is not operative, and estrogen levels remain at levels of 2–5 pg/ml when measured by ultrasensitive and highly specific assays (14–16). We postulated that these major differences in circulating hormone levels could result in substantial alterations in the specific adaptive mechanisms leading to antiestrogen resistance. To examine this possibility, it was necessary to use in vitro culture conditions that simulated the Pre-M and PM hormonal status. We reasoned that media containing charcoal-stripped serum would mimic PM conditions and nonstripped serum, Pre-M. A recent study demonstrated that media containing 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) resulted in E2 concentrations of 0.2 nmol/liter (i.e., 60 pg/ml) (17). This resulted from the fact that conjugated estrogens in nonstripped serum were enzymatically converted to free estrogen and produced higher than the levels expected from 5% serum (18). In addition, phenol red can act as an estrogen in tissue culture media and exerts effects similar to approximately 0.3 nmol/liter (i.e., 90 pg/ml) E2 (19, 20). Accordingly, culture medium containing 5% nonstripped serum and phenol red contains estrogenic activity equivalent to 150 pg/ml E2. The average E2 in Pre-M women sampled daily for 1 month is 130 pg/ml, a similar value (21).

To determine whether the development of antiestrogen resistance differs under Pre-M vs. PM conditions, we conducted systematic studies using several antiestrogens and examined a wide range of cellular properties. The cDNA array analyses had previously indicated major differences among the various antiestrogens, including TAM, 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OH TAM), and fulvestrant [ICI182,780 (ICI)], suggesting that mechanistic effects of various antiestrogens differ substantially (22–24). A major mediator of TAM action is 4-OH TAM, which has had a similar affinity for the ERα as E2 (25). However, relative binding assays have shown that the affinity of antiestrogens for ERα is not always representative of their inhibitory activity (26). The ability of estrogen and antiestrogens to manifest divergent biological activities in different cells is determined in part by differential ERα conformational changes (26–28). Finally, ICI clearly has a different mechanism of action from other antiestrogens because it acts both by binding to ERα but also by enhancing its rate of degradation (29).

Prior studies of antiestrogen-resistant cells reported divergent results with respect to growth factor and receptor expression. Our previous findings suggested that an increased association between ERα and epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor (EGFR) represented an important mechanism underlying TAM resistance (1). Other data also suggested that bidirectional cross talk between ERα and EGFR signaling pathways regulated growth of TAM-resistant (TAM-R) cells (30, 31). For this reason, our studies focused primarily on EGF-mediated pathways but also examined more global biological signatures.

Based upon the considerations discussed previously, we sought to determine whether various antiestrogens resulted in differential patterns of resistance when examined under Pre-M vs. PM conditions. Accordingly, we have performed a comprehensive analysis of the mechanisms of resistance occurring during long-term TAM, 4-OH TAM, and ICI exposure. The results of these studies clearly demonstrated that the adaptive changes induced by various antiestrogens differ when comparing cells grown under Pre-M and PM conditions. Key factors in this process are the altered functionalities of the E2/ER and EGF/EGFR pathways. Together, these data suggest that systematic studies now need to be performed in women to determine whether the mechanisms of antiestrogen resistance similarly differ in Pre-M and PM women.

Materials and Methods

Materials

TAM and 4-OH TAM were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (St. Louis, MO). E2 from Steraloids, Inc. (Whilton, NH), EGF from Collaborative Biomedical Products (Bedford, MA), and ICI 182,780 from Tocris (Park Ellisville, MO). Sources of antibodies for Western analysis are as follows: ERα antibody was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA); and EGFR sheep polyclonal antibody (60-129) was from Upstate Biotechnology Inc. (Lake Placid, NY). Total MAPK antibody was purchased from Zymed Laboratories, Inc. (South San Francisco, CA). The phosphorylated MAPK antibody was from Cell Signaling Technologies (Beverly, MA). Secondary antibodies conjugated with horseradish peroxidase were purchased from GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corp. (Piscataway, NJ). Alexa Fluor 568 phalloidin and Alexa Fluor 488 goat antirabbit IgG were purchased from Molecular Probes, Inc. (Eugene, OR). All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.

Wild-type MCF-7 cells were kindly provided by Dr. R. Bruggemeier (Ohio State University, Columbus, OH) and routinely grown in phenol red supplemented, improved MEM (IMEM) containing 5% FBS.

Cell culture conditions

Rationale

To mimic Pre-M and PM conditions, we cultured cells in “high” and “low” estrogen environments. Pre-M plasma levels of total E2 range from 40–600 pg/ml (early follicular to midcycle peak), and over 1 month of daily measurements average approximately 130 pg/ml (21). PM plasma, in contrast, contains 50- to 75-fold lower levels of total E2 (i.e., 2–5 pg/ml) when measured by ultrasensitive bioassays or gas chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry assays (GC/MS/MSs) (14–16). Recent studies of culture media used to grow MCF-7 cells reported the levels of E2 to be 60 pg/ml when medium contained 5% FBS. As shown by our previous data, this resulted from the conversion of estrogen sulfates to free estrogen by sulfatase and conversion of estrone to E2 by 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase in MCF-7 cells (18).

Pre-M culture conditions

Based on the data reviewed previously, medium containing 5% FBS and phenol red provides the biological equivalent of E2 activity of 150 pg/ml, which mimics the plasma estrogen levels in Pre-M women. This calculation considers the activities of sulfatase and 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, but not aromatase, whose levels are very low in MCF-7 cells (32).

PM culture conditions

Media containing charcoal-stripped serum and lacking phenol red contain at least 50- to 75-fold lower levels of E2. Precise quantification of the exact levels is difficult because of limitation of assay sensitivity. Based on these considerations, we considered charcoal-stripped media lacking phenol red to mimic PM conditions.
Exposure to antiestrogens

Cells were exposed to various antiestrogens for 3–24 months under Pre-M or PM culture conditions. The concentrations of antiestrogens used were based on those reported by other investigators (1–9). Using Pre-M or PM culture conditions, our MCF-7 cells were continuously exposed to TAM (10⁻⁷ mol/liter), 4-OH TAM (10⁻⁷ mol/liter), ICI (10⁻⁸ mol/liter), or 0.1% ethanol as a vehicle control, respectively, until they were resistant to each antiestrogen. We also studied MCF-7 TAM-R cells kindly provided by Dr. Rachel Schiff (Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX). This cell line was originally generated by Dr. Planas-Silva (Penn-State College of Medicine, Hershey, PA). Another wild-type MCF-7 cell line was from Dr. Nicholson’s laboratory (Tenovus Center for Cancer Research, UK). A uniform nomenclature to describe these cells, their culture conditions, and properties is in Table 1.

General properties of cell lines

Doubling times of TAM and 4-OH TAM-resistant (4-OHT-R) cells were slightly longer than that of control cells, whereas doubling times of ICI-resistant (ICI-R) cells were much longer than control cells, especially in the early stage. The duration of time necessary for the development of resistance differed for each antiestrogen treatment. TAM, 4-OH TAM, and ICI resistance occurred after 1 yr, 6 month, and 3 month continuous treatment, respectively.

Growth assays

Cells were plated in six-well plates at a density of 60,000 cells per well. Two days later, the cells were treated as described in the figure legends. At the end of treatment, cells were rinsed twice with saline. Nuclei were prepared and counted using a Coulter counter (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA) as described in Ref. 1.

Cell weight assays

Cells were plated in two six-well plates and treated as for cell counting. At the end of treatment, one plate was used for cell counting as described previously. Cells in the other plate were lysed in 0.1N sodium hydroxide solution, and protein concentrations of the lysates were determined with two-tailed Student’s t tests. Results were considered statistically significant if the P value was less than 0.05.

Immunofluorescent microscopy

Cells grown on coverslips in six-well plates were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for 20 min. Cells were permeabilized in cold (−20°C) acetone for 2–4 min. After background blocking with 5% normal goat serum, the cells were incubated with the anti-ERα antibody (H-184) overnight at 4°C, followed by 1 h incubation with Alexa Fluor 488-labeled secondary antibody at room temperature and counterstaining of F actin with Alexa Fluor 568-labeled phalloidin. The cells incubated with secondary antibody only served as the control for antibody specificity. Immunofluorescent images were captured using a Zeiss immunofluorescent microscope (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc., Thornwood, NY).

Apoptosis ELISA assay

Apoptosis was measured using the Cell Death Detection ELISA kit (Roche Diagnostics Corp., Indianapolis, IN) according to our previously published and extensively characterized method (11).

Subcellular protein fractionation

Plasma membrane protein was extracted using Mem-PER Eukaryotic Membrane Protein Extraction Reagent kit, and nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins were extracted using NE-PER Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction Reagents kit following the manufacturer’s instruction. The kits were purchased from Pierce (Rockford, IL).

Statistical analysis

All reported values are the means ± SE. Statistical comparisons were determined with two-tailed Student’s t tests. Results were considered statistically significant if the P value was less than 0.05.

Results

Specific biological signatures of MCF-7 cells cultured under Pre-M and PM conditions

We initially questioned whether MCF-7 cells alter their responses to E2 under Pre-M vs PM conditions and systematically examined a series of characteristics measuring the various properties outlined in supplemental Table 1, which is published as supplemental data on The Endocrine Society’s Journals Online web site at http://endo.endojournals.org. For clarity of presentation, only key differences are described in Results.

Under Pre-M conditions, E2 stimulated cell growth and blocked apoptosis. However, in marked contrast, E2 inhibited growth and enhanced apoptosis under PM conditions (Fig. 1, A and B). In addition, ERα levels increased markedly, and EGFR expression level slightly increased under PM compared with Pre-M conditions (Fig. 1C). All other parameters did not differ between Pre-M and PM cells (supplemental Fig. S1). Together, these data demonstrated that some of the biological signatures of MCF-7 cells differ when they were grown under Pre-M vs PM conditions.

Specific biological signatures induced by three antiestrogens under Pre-M and PM conditions

Several investigative groups have developed antiestrogen-resistant MCF-7 cell lines as a method to identify specific mechanistic pathways involved, but functional characteristics of these cell lines differ in several respects (1–9). We postulated that exposure of these cells to Pre-M vs PM conditions might be the predominant reason for the divergent results and that different antiestrogens might also produce varying effects. To address this issue, we compared the mechanisms of acquired antiestrogen resistance in cells grown long-term under Pre-M and PM conditions. We focused on the altered functionalities of the E2/ERα and EGF/EGFR pathways.

### Table 1. Information on cell lines used in this paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Cell name</th>
<th>Culture conditions</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santen laboratory</td>
<td>TAM-R Pre-M</td>
<td>Pre-M</td>
<td>TAM resistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TAM-R PM</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>TAM resistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-OHT-R Pre-M</td>
<td>Pre-M</td>
<td>4-OH TAM resistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICI-R Pre-M</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>ICI resistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholson lab</td>
<td>4-OHT-Rn Pre-M</td>
<td>Pre-M</td>
<td>4-OH TAM resistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planas-Silva lab</td>
<td>TAM-Rp PM</td>
<td>PM</td>
<td>TAM resistant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a ICI-R PM cells are in progress and will not be fully described in this paper.
b 4-OHT-Rn Pre-M resistant cells are established in the Santen laboratory.
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FIG. 1. Baseline differences in Pre-M and PM control (con) cells. Parental MCF-7 
cells treated with vehicle ethanol in Pre-M and PM conditions. A, Pre-M control 
and PM control cells were treated with different concentrations of E2 in 5% 
dextran-coated charcoal-stripped serum (DCC) IMEM phenol red-free medium for 
5 d. B, Apoptosis was detected by ELISA kit. Pre-M control and PM control cells 
were plated in a 12-well plate, respectively, 2 d later the cells were treated with 
different concentrations of E2 in 5% dextran-coated charcoal-stripped serum 
(DCC) IMEM phenol red-free medium for 72 h. *, P < 0.05 vs. PM control cells; 
**, P < 0.001 vs. Pre-M control cells. C, Cell lysates were prepared from Pre-M 
and PM control cells. EGFR and ERα were examined by immunoblotting with 
primary antibodies against them, respectively. Immunoblotting for β-actin was 
detected for loading control.

E2 effects on proliferation and apoptosis

Pre-M conditions

We initially evaluated the effects of three antiestrogens 
(TAM, 4-OH TAM, and ICI) on the specific biological sign-
atures induced under Pre-M conditions. As shown in Fig. 2A, 
E2 continued to stimulate cell growth after long-term expo-
sure to each antiestrogen, but the percent increase compared 
with control cells was diminished by each agent. The anti-
estrogens caused a shift of E2 dose response curves to the right, 
indicating reduced sensitivity to E2 (supplemental Fig. S2). 
This effect was not due to the persistence of antiestrogens in 
the media or nuclei because similar responses were seen when 
the experiment was repeated 2 wk after the antiestrogens were 
extensively washed out (data not shown). Cell number repre-
sents an integrated effect of both proliferation and apopto-
sis. To elucidate whether the different growth responses to E2 
of resistant cells cultured in different culture conditions were 
partly due to differential effects of E2 on apoptosis, we ex-

amined this parameter. The apoptosis level was suppressed by 
E2 treatment under Pre-M conditions (Fig. 2C).

PM conditions

In contrast to cells grown under Pre-M conditions, E2 did not 
stimulate growth of TAM-R PM and 4-OH TAM-R (4-OHT-R) 
PM cells. The number of the control cells was reduced by E2 (Fig. 
2B). High-dose E2 treatment no longer protected against apo-
ptosis, and showed a trend toward enhancing apoptosis in 
TAM-R PM and 4-OHT-R PM but without statistical signifi-
cance (Fig. 2D). ICI-R PM cells also lost the response to E2 (10⁻⁵ M) 
(data not shown).

Basal apoptosis

Although apoptosis induced by estrogen differed in Pre-M 
and PM-resistant cells, the basal apoptotic levels of all resistant 
cells were higher than that of corresponding control cells under 
either Pre-M or PM conditions due to the apoptotic effects of 
these antiestrogens (supplemental Fig. S3).

ER localization

Our previous findings indicated that long-term TAM treat-
ment could cause redistribution of ERα from the nucleus to ex-
tranuclear areas, which facilitated its association with EGFR and 
increased nongenomic function of ERα in TAM-R cells (1). This 
study was prompted by the need to extend this observation by 
comparing effects of different antiestrogens on ERα localization.

Pre-M conditions

ERα translocated to the cytoplasm to the greatest extent in 
TAM-R cells and to a lesser degree in 4-OHT-R cells. ICI could 
also induce translocation of ERα from the nucleus to extran-
clear areas. However, the translocation pattern differed from 
that induced by TAM and 4-OH TAM, in that ICI resulted in a 
complete absence of nuclear ERα, which presumably resulted 
from nuclear receptor degradation (29) (Fig. 3).

PM conditions

TAM-R cells still exhibited a redistribution of ERα to the 
cytoplasm but to a much lower extent than that under Pre-M 
conditions. 4-OH TAM-treated cells also exhibited relocaliza-
tion of ERα to the cytoplasm, and this also occurred to a much 
lesser extent than under Pre-M conditions. There was almost no 
ERα redistribution in ICI-treated cells under PM conditions. 
However, nuclear ERα staining was clearly reduced when com-
pared with control cells (Fig. 3).

ER and EGFR expression

Pre-M conditions

There were no substantial changes in ERα levels in TAM-R 
and 4-OHT-R cells, but as expected, ERα levels were markedly 
reduced in ICI-R cells (Fig. 4A). Dramatic differences were ob-
served in EGFR concentrations. EGFR levels were increased in 
4-OHT-R and ICI-R cells but were unchanged in TAM-R cells. 
The ICI-R cells had the highest EGFR level among these three 
Pre-M-resistant cell lines (Fig. 4A).
**PM conditions**

The ERα levels were down-regulated in the three PM-resistant cells. However, ICI-R had the lowest ERα level. EGFR levels were unchanged in the TAM-R cells but markedly up-regulated in the 4-OHT-R and ICI-R cells (Fig. 4B).

**Changes of EGFR functionality**

**Pre-M conditions**

Because different antiestrogen-resistant cells expressed divergent levels of EGFR, we considered it essential to assess the EGF responsiveness of these resistant cells. EGF (100 ng/ml) treatment increased the cell number of TAM-R cells by 20%, an increase lower than that of control cells (40% increase) (Fig. 5A). Although both 4-OHT-R and ICI-R cells overexpressed EGFR, treatment with EGF decreased the cell number by 20 and 50%, respectively. However, EGF did not induce apoptosis in these two cell lines (data not shown). Because the cells on EGF were much larger in size, we measured the protein content as an indicator of cell weight and found that EGF stimulated cell growth by increasing cell weight rather than cell number in 4-OHT-R and ICI-R cells (Fig. 5B). One dramatic difference between the control and ICI-R cells was that ICI-R cells displayed enhanced sensitivity to EGF stimulation of MAPK phosphorylation (Fig. 5C). The EGFR inhibitor AG1478 significantly inhibited cell number in all three resistant cell lines (supplemental Fig. S4). The mechanisms as to why EGF increased cell weight but not cell number in these EGFR overexpression-resistant cells were unclear. Emerging evidence suggests the existence of a new mode of the EGFR signaling pathway in which activated EGFR undergoes nuclear translocalization. It was interesting to find that overexpressed EGFR translocated from cell membrane to cytosol and nuclear areas, which may change the function of traditional EGFR (Fig. 5D).

**PM conditions**

EGF also increased cell number in the TAM-R cells but inhibited this effect in 4-OHT-R cells and at the same time increased cell weight (Fig. 5, A and B). With respect to EGFR functionality, AG1478 caused a substantially greater reduction in cell number in TAM-R and 4-OHT-R cells (supplemental Fig. S4).

**Specific signatures in different parental cell lines**

We considered the possibility that differences in parental cell lines might provide an additional explanation for the alterations in specific signatures observed. Accordingly, we subjected a set of parental cells obtained from Dr. Nicholson (MCF-7n) to the same conditions as used with our parental MCF-7 cells, and examined the effect of Pre-M and PM conditions as well as that of different antiestrogens. These cells also changed their biological signature when switched to PM conditions. Similar to our
Exposure to 4-OH TAM also altered the biological signatures of MCF-7n cells by reducing proliferative responses to E2 and abrogating the pro-apoptosis suppressing effect of estrogen, effects similar to those observed in our MCF-7 cells (Fig. 6, Ba–c. There was no change in ERα levels under Pre-M conditions, but ERα levels increased under PM conditions after 4-OH TAM treatment (Fig. 6Ca). The EGFR level was enhanced clearly after 5 d treatment with 4-OH TAM (Fig. 6Cb). EGF effects on proliferation and on cell weight also occurred in a similar fashion as our 4-OHT-R cells (supplemental Fig. S5). These data confirmed the conclusion that different parental cells adapt under PM conditions with some differences, but the antiestrogen-resistant process was similar between different parental cells.

We also compared TAM-R PM with TAM-Rp PM cells. In both cell lines, E2 caused no increase in cell number but induced apoptosis instead. There were no changes in EGFR expression in TAM-R PM cells, which was similar to findings in TAM-R PM cells. These additional studies strengthen our conclusion that most, but not all of the adaptive changes, are similar in different parental cell lines (supplemental Fig. S6).

Because we considered our original observation of ERα translocation surprising (1), we wished to confirm this in cells obtained from other laboratories as well. Accordingly, we examined this parameter under the conditions shown in Fig. 3. Only in the Nicholson’s MCF-7 cells treated with 4-OHT TAM under PM conditions did the ERα remain in the nucleus (supplemental Fig. S7). However, if these parental cells were long-term treated with TAM, ERα was also translocated out from nucleus to extranuclear areas.

**Discussion**

Secondary resistance to antiestrogens develops in both Pre-M and PM women treated for advanced hormone-dependent breast cancer. We questioned whether the mechanisms of resistance might involve up-regulation of different pathways under these two conditions because the estrogen milieu differs so substantially. In addition, we queried whether various antiestrogens might cause different adaptive mechanisms leading to resistance. To address these issues, we conducted systematic studies of three different antiestrogens under Pre-M and PM conditions, and used multiple endpoints to define a “specific biologic signature” for each. Substantial adaptive differences were observed when comparing cells grown under Pre-M and PM conditions without addition of antiestrogens. These variances were accentuated by long-term exposure to each antiestrogen. Key differences involved: the up-regulation of EGFR levels, the effects of estrogen on cell proliferation and apoptosis, and EGF on cell weight. In contrast, a nearly uniform hallmark of antiestrogen resistance was the translocation of ERα from the nucleus to the cytoplasm and cell membrane. To assess possible confounding effects of differing parental cells, we reexamined “specific biologic signatures” induced in parental cells obtained from other laboratories. Although minor differences were observed, the major adaptive events occurred because of the differences in estrogen...
It has been appreciated for many years that MCF-7 cell lines differ as a result of an adaptive “drift” since their initial generation in 1972 (35, 36). For this reason we assessed the differences in biological signatures in parental cells obtained from other laboratories (2, 3). Although the majority of the biological signature patterns were similar to those of our MCF-7 cells, the Nicholson’s MCF-7n cells grown under PM conditions with 4-OH TAM did not exhibit ER translocation to the cytoplasm. This is the only condition in which ER translocation has not been observed, and we do not currently have a mechanistic explanation for this finding. However, ERα translocation out of the nucleus occurred in the same parental line after long-term treatment with TAM. It implied that TAM and 4-OH TAM had different effects on ER translocation.

In the various published studies examining antiestrogen resistance, the findings regarding expression and function of growth factor receptors were inconsistent. Although up-regulation of growth factor receptor signaling is a common feature of several studies, not all laboratories have found this to be the case. For example, EGFR was reported to be 10-fold higher in one antiestrogen-resistant model (4) but to have no significant change in another (1, 37). Our data suggest that this difference may relate to the striking differential effects of TAM compared with 4-OH TAM. The 4-OH TAM-R and ICI-R cells overexpressed EGFR, but this was not seen in TAM-R cells. This was not a dose effect because we got the same result when using a 10-fold higher concentration of TAM, which was supposedly in similar potency as 4-OH TAM (data not shown). To provide further evidence for the hypothesis that overexpression of EGFR resulted from 4-OH TAM but not TAM, we used another parental cell line, Nicholson’s MCF-7n cells, and examined the effects of long-term treatment with TAM or 4-OH TAM under Pre-M or PM conditions, respectively. 4-OH TAM treatment in both Pre-M and PM conditions up-regulated EGFR compared with matched control cells, but the TAM treatment did not (Fig. 6C and supplemental Fig. S8). Notably, enhancement of EGFR could be observed after 5 d treatment with 4-OH TAM when cells were still sensitive to this antiestrogen. This finding suggested that overexpression of EGFR resulted from 4-OH TAM treatment but not TAM treatment. We could further conclude that overexpression of EGFR alone did not result in resistance because this finding temporally occurred before resistance was observed (37). Other results also indicated that overexpression of HER2/neu mRNA alone might not be sufficient to explain TAM-R breast cancer (38). Nonetheless, overexpression of EGFR could promote the more rapid development of resistance and provide an explanation as to why 4-OH TAM and ICI resistance occurred earlier than that due to TAM (Materials and Methods).
To explore further the effects of EGFR, we investigated the functional changes of overexpressed EGFR. Surprisingly, EGF treatment increased cell number in TAM-R cells that had a normal complement of EGFR but decreased cell number in EGFR overexpressing ICI-R cells or 4-OHT-R cells. The decrease in cell number did not result from apoptosis or inhibition of cell growth by EGF, whereas stimulation of MAPK phosphorylation did occur. Notably, EGF increased cell size and caused a statistically significant increase in cell weight. The reasons why EGF increased cell weight but not cell number in these EGFR overexpression-resistant cells were unclear but potentially could reflect mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) activation. It was interesting to find that overexpressed EGFR translocated from cell membrane to cytosol and nuclear areas, which may change the function of traditional EGFR (39, 40).

A potential problem in our experimental design was that our PM culture media may have contained lower levels of E2 than found in PM women. Charcoal stripping has been widely used to remove steroids from serum for use in culture media, but E2 assays are not sufficiently sensitive to quantify precisely the residual E2 present. We attempted to do this by using an ultrasensitive and specific GC/MS/MS methodology as previously published (14–16). With this assay, levels of E2 (≤0.625 pg/ml) and E1S (≤3.13 pg/ml) were undetectable in charcoal-stripped se-
rum, suggesting that culture media levels were below PM levels. However, measurements in PM women represent total E2, and non-SHBG bound E2 concentrations are even lower. Nonetheless, our results probably reflect the effects of quite low E2 concentrations.

Another problem is that charcoal stripping can lower the levels of growth factors present in sera. This can confound interpretation by suggesting that any resultant effects come about through reduction of E2, whereas growth factor reduction could be responsible. This problem applies to nearly all previous studies using charcoal-stripped serum, a generally standard approach. We have conducted preliminary studies indicating that growth factor deprivation is unlikely to have affected our findings (supplemental Fig. S9).

A more difficult issue is whether breast cancer tissue in PM women contains lower levels of estrogen than in Pre-M women, as would be expected if tumor levels reflected primarily uptake from plasma rather than local synthesis in the tumor. Miller and colleagues (41) provided quantitative data on uptake vs. synthesis using isotopic techniques in breast tumor tissue from PM women. Uptake was the exclusive source of tissue E2 in one third of patients with local synthesis in another third and combined uptake and synthesis in the remainder. Uptake from plasma into the tumor was observed in all subjects with tissue plasma gradients of 2- to 4-fold (41). We had previously conducted a study in nude mice that allowed a quantitative distinction between dimes of 2- to 4-fold (41). We had previously conducted a study of patients with local synthesis in another third and combined non-SHBG bound E2 concentrations are even lower. Nonetheless, this issue is controversial because we would expect breast tumors in Pre-M women to be much higher than in PM women. However, this issue is controversial because several studies demonstrated equivalent levels of E2 in tumors of Pre-M and PM women (44). The absolute levels of E2 differed substantially among studies, and highly specific GC/MS/MSs were not used. Our interpretation of the data is that uptake plays a considerable role in at least a substantial fraction of patients, and that tumor estrogen exposure is likely to differ between Pre-M and PM breast tumors, the thesis underlying this study.

Although these issues represent potential problems in interpretation, they do not invalidate our conclusion that mechanisms of resistance differ when developing in high vs. low estrogen conditions. This previously unrecognized phenomenon highlights the critical importance of considering this factor when studying the development of resistance and the need to consider resistance to antiestrogens to be potentially different in Pre-M vs. PM women, a postulate that now requires intensive testing.
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